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THE KUNNETH THEOREM AND THE UNIVERSAL
COEFFICIENT THEOREM FOR KASPAROV’S

GENERALIZED K-FUNCTOR

JONATHAN ROSENBERG AND CLAUDE SCHOCHET

1. Introduction. Given C*-algebras A and B with modest hypotheses, G. G.
Kasparov [21] has defined groups KKi(A, B) (j 0, 1) which play a fundamen-
tal role in the modem theory of C*-algebras and, particularly, its application in
areas related to global analysis and algebraic topology. In this paper we prove a
Kiinneth Theorem which determines the Kasparov groups in terms of the
periodic K-theory groups K,(B) of Karoubi and the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore
groups K*(A), and we establish a Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT) of the
form

0 Ext(K,(A), K,(B)) KK,(A, B) Hom(K,(A), K,(B)) - 0

which determines the Kasparov groups in terms of K-theory. These short exact
sequences are split, unnaturally. When B C (the complex numbers) we obtain
[with a new, perhaps simpler, proof] the UCT of L. G. Brown [5] for the
Brown-Douglas-Fillmore groups K*(A)-- KK,(A, (2).
A great deal of the power of Kasparov’s theory comes from the existence of a

"Kasparov intersection product" with good functorial properties, generalizing all
of the usual products (cup, cap, slant, etc.) in topological K-theory. For reasons
to be explained later, our UCT also determines this product structure. In
particular, we determine the structure of the graded ring KK,(A, A).
Our results should be useful in several situations where the KK-groups are

encountered. These include the classification of extensions of C*-algebras, index
theory on foliated manifolds (as in [10]), and index theory for elliptic operators
with "coefficients" in a C*-algebra (as in [25] and [30], 3B). For instance, a
family of elliptic pseudodifferential operators over a compact manifold M with
parameter space Y defines an element of KK,(C(M), C0(Y)); hence the compu-
tation of this group is of some interest. In Section 8 we discuss some applications
to the "algebraic topology" of C*-algebras. The computation of the graded ring
KK,(A, A) and its graded module KK,(A (R) A, A) in a few basic cases makes it
possible for us to determine all of the "homology operations" and "admissible
multiplications" for mod p K-theory of C*-algebras.
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Equation (1.6) and the Kiinneth formula for topological K-theory imply a
Kiinneth formula of the form

0 --, K*(Y) (R)’K,(X) Ext,(Y; C(X)) --, --, 0

(1.7)

provided that K*(Y) is finitely generated.
At nearly the same time, G. G. Kasparov [21], following earlier preliminary

work, introduced his groups KK,(A, B). He also introduced a functor Ext,(A, B)
which classifies C*-algebra extensions, and he showed that this coincides with
KK,(A, B) when A is separable and nuclear and B has a countable approximate
unit. If one drops the nuclearity assumption on A, then Ext,(A, B) may be only
a semigroup, and KK,(A, B) is naturally isomorphic to the group of invertible
elements in Ext. The exact sequences for KK, persist, but only under additional
hypotheses concerning completely positive liftings [39]. Therefore, to avoid these
difficulties, WE HENCEFORTH ASSUME THAT A IS SEPARABLE NU-
CLEAR AND THAT B HAS A COUNTABLE APPROXIMATE UNIT
THROUGHOUT THE PAPER unless stated otherwise.
The group KKI(A, B) classifies stable equivalence classes of extensions of the

form

O B (R)o,ff E A 0. (1.8)

The addition operation comes from associating to (1.8) its Busby invariant
A .(B), where .(B) denotes the outer multiplier algebra of B (R) r, and then
using an injection of .(B).(B) into .(B). The identity of the group
corresponds to those extensions z which are stably split (i.e., such that z + z’ is
split for some split extension z’).
The Kasparov groups generalize the previous examples. Precisely, there are

natural isomorphisms

mc,(c, ,) =- s:,(s) Karoubi K-theory

KK,(A, C) Ext,(A) BDF theory (A unital).

These identifications are not difficult. To avoid confusion between the BDF
functors and the Ext functor of homological algebra, and also to emphasize the
duality with Karoubi K-theory, we shall henceforth denote KK,(A, C) by K*(A).
The index is written up to emphasize that these functors on separable nuclear
C*-algebras are contravariant. The reader is cautioned, however, that not all
authors follow our convention in this regard. In particular, our Ki(A) is Karoubi’s
K-(A)!
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and thus determines an element x(z) Ext(K,(A), K,(B)). Note that x re-
verses the Z2-degree. The maps , and x are the natural generalizations of the
Adams d and e-invariants in topological K-theory.

Here are our principal theorems. Let be the smallest full subcategory of the
separable nuclear C*-algebras which contains the separable Type I C*-algebras
and is closed under strong Morita equivalence (by [7], this is the same as stable
isomorphism), inductive limits, extensions, and crossed products by R and by Z.
We may also require that if J is an ideal in A and J and A are in ,W" then so is
A/J, and if A and A/J are in M/’ then so is J. As pointed out by Skandalis [39],
our results also apply to certain non-nuclear algebras as well, but it is hard to add
these to the category V’ without running into problems with completely positive
liftings and hence with the exact sequences for KK. Hence such additions (for
instance, of reduced crossed products by actions of free groups) seem to be best
made on an ad hoc basis. We shall return to this issue briefly in 7.
UNIVERSAL COEFFICIENT THEOREM (UCT) 1.17. Let A ./ff. Then there is a

short exact sequence

0 Ext(K,(A), K,(B)) KK,(A, B) Hom(K,(A), K,(B)) 0

which is natural in each variable. The map ,/ has degree 0 and the map has
degree 1.

In Section 7 we show that the UCT splits unnaturally.
We have noted previously that this theorem has a striking interpretation.

Suppose that is an extension. Then ,() is defined. Say it vanishes. Then ()
is defined. Say it vanishes. Then is stably trivial! Thus K-theory tells all.

KONNETH THEOREM (KT) (1.18). Let A .W" and suppose that K,(B) is
finitely generated. Then there is a short exact sequence

0 --> K*(A) (R) K,(B) - KK,(A, B) Torlz(K*(A), K,(B)) --> 0

which is natural in each variable. The map a has degree 0 and the map fl has
degree 1.

We show in Section 7 that the KT holds if either K,(A) or K,(B) is finitely
generated and that the KT splits unnaturally.
Note that the analogous finite-generation hypothesis appears in (1.7). If neither

K,(A) nor K,(B) is finitely generated then there are counterexamples to the KT
as noted by George Elliott. In {}7 below we shall see that finite generation of
K,(A) may substitute for that of K,(B).
The UCT and KT quoted here are over a slightly different category of

C*-algebras than claimed in our announcement [31]. The KT in the announce-
ment is incorrect (we overlooked the finiteness requirement) and we are greatly
obliged to George Elliott who pointed out that we had erred; see also the remarks
in 7 below.
As an immediate corollary to the UCT we have the UCT for the BDF groups,

generalizing L. G. Brown’s results (1.3), (1.4).
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Brown’s UCT

0 // Ext1Z(K
0(X),Z) // Ext(C(X)) // Hom(K1(X),Z) // 0
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We consider

γ(A,B) : KK∗(A,B)→ Hom(K∗(A),K∗(B))

If K∗(B) is injective, I C A, and two out of γ(I,B), γ(A,B),
γ(A/I,B) are isomorphisms, so is the last.

If K∗(B) is injective, A = lim
→
Ai, and all γ(Ai, B) are

isomorphisms, so is γ(A,B).

If K∗(B) is injective then γ(C0(X), B) is an isomorphism.

If K∗(B) is injective and A is type I then γ(A,B) is an
isomorphism.
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[RS] proof, last steps

If K∗(B) is injective, and A ∈ N , then γ(A,B) is an
isomorphism.

For any σ-unital B there is ϕ : B → D with K∗(D) injective
and ϕ∗ : K∗(B)→ K∗(D) injective.
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to assume finite generation of the K-groups in either variable; furthermore, the
exact sequence always splits, though not naturally. We deduce that the UCT
sequence (1.17) splits (unnaturally). Incidentally, we shall see in Theorem 8.9 a
topological manifestation of the fact that the UCT and KT cannot split naturally.
Finally, at the end of this section, we discuss the failure of the KT when neither
K,(A) nor K,(B) is finitely generated. This has to do with the fact that
KK-groups satisfy only limited additivity in the second variable. Alternatively,
this may be recast in terms of homological algebra and lim1.

It is quite possible that the UCT (1.17) holds for completely arbitrary sep-
arable C*-algebras A. (This is assuming B has a countable approximate unit.
One must be very careful if one wishes to relax the hypothesis on B; this was
discussed amply by Skandalis [38].) On the other hand, unless one is given an
explicit "recipe" for the construction of A, it may be very hard to show that A
lies in g’, and certainly none of our results will apply when A isn’t nuclear. Thus
it is of interest to have techniques for enlarging the class of algebras for which the
UCT holds. We begin with a few basic observations implicit in work of Cuntz
[14] and Skandalis [39].

PROPOSITIO 7.1. (Cuntz [14]). Suppose that A and A 2 are separable C*-alge-
bras, B is a C*-algebra with a countable approximate unit, and the UCT (or KT)
holds for thepair (A1, B). lf there exists an invertible KK-element in KK(Ax, A2),
then the theorem also holds for (A 2, B ).

Proof. The Kasparov product h-x (R)A1 induces isomorphisms

KK,(Ax, B) KK,(A2, B) and K*(A1) K*(A2).

The product with X-x on the other side induces an isomorphism

K,(A2) --) K,(A1).

From the definition of the map , in terms of the Kasparov product, one also sees
that these isomorphisms send 3’(A1, B) to /(A 2, B), etc. [3

COROLLARY 7.2. The UCT holds if A is a crossed product (full or reduced) of
an algebra in 4r by an action of a free group (or in fact of any discrete torsionfree
subgroup of SO(n, 1) for some n).

Proof The existence of the requisite invertible KK-element follows from the
results of Skandalis [39], Kasparov [23], or Pimsner-Voiculescu [27]. Alterna-
tively, one can first argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.7 when K,(B) is
injective and proceed as in [}4. An annoying technical point is that this may
require first changing the algebra B as in 7.4 below, since otherwise one may not
have the exact sequences corresponding to (4.2). rq

Thus, given a (possibly non-nuclear) C*-algebra A, one may check the UCT
for it by explicitly constructing a KK-equivalence with an algebra in .A/’. On the
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is an isomorphism. Furthermore, we may take C CO C1, where Ko(C1) 0
and Kx(C0) 0. If K,(A) is finitely generated, then we may arrange for + to be
a finite complex.

Proof This is another easy consequence of the UCT. It is easy to construct
commutative C*-algebras CO and C such that Ki(CJ) 0 for :/: j and

as abstract groups. For instance, to construct C, choose a free resolution

o-, F: -o Ko(a) -, 0

of the Z-module Ko(A). We may choose commutative C*-algebras D and D2,

each a co-direct sum of copies of C0(R), and a ,-homomorphism ,: D D2,
such that KI(Dj) =- F2 (j 1,2) and qb, f. Then let CO be the mapping cone
C. Dually, we construct the compact space (0+ Xo by attaching 2-cells to a
(strong) wedge of circles. Similarly, (1/ X1 is obtained by attaching 3-cells to
a wedge of S2,s. Then X X0 v X has reduced topological K-groups isomor-
phic to K,(A) as abstract groups.
Now let C CO C C0(X-basepoint). By construction, there is an iso-

morphism of graded groups in Hom(K,(C), K,(A)). The miracle is now that
even though C has a priori nothing to do with A, surjectivity of 3’ in the UCT for
the pair (C, A) implies the existence of the necessary class . []

COROLLARY 7.5. Any C*-algebra A in ,4/" is KK-equioalent to a separable
commutative C*-algebra C with + finite-dimensional. In fact, we may choose C of
the form C C, with KI(C)=0 and Ko(C)=0. If K,(A) is finitely
generated, one may take + to be a finite (3-dimensional) cell complex. Any two
algebras in V" with the same (abstract) K-groups are KK-equivalent.

Proof Just combine 7.4 with 7.3.

Remark 7.6. Corollary 7.5, though not hard given the UCT, is in a sense
surprising. It implies that the notion of KK-equivalence, which from its definition
sounds very strong, is in fact very weak. Thus KK, sees very little of the topology
of spaces. Nevertheless, a few non-trivial pieces of algebraic topology remain; we
discuss these in 8.
An interesting open problem is to determine whether the UCT might in fact

hold for all separable C*-algebras. The argument of Corollary 7.5 shows that this
is equivalent to the question: is every separable C*-algebra KK-equivalent to a
commutative C*-algebra?* To obtain still another formulation, let A be any

*(Added May, 1986) Recent work of G. Skandalis now shows this is not the case, though this may
be true for nuclear separable C*-algebras.
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If A ∈ N , then A is KK-equivalent to some C0(X).

Theorem [Skandalis]

The following are equivalent for a separable A (non necessarily
nuclear!)

1 The UCT holds for A and any B

2 A is KK-equivalent to some C0(X)

3 If K∗(B) = 0, then KK(A,B) = 0

and there is a non-nuclear A for which they are false.
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Theorem [Elliott]

For A and B AT-algebras of real rank zero, we have

A⊗K ∼= B ⊗K⇐⇒ (K∗(A),K∗(A)+) ∼= (K∗(B),K∗(B)+)
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The UMCT [Dadarlat-Loring]

For A ∈ N we have

Pext(K∗(A),K∗(B))� v

))

Hom(K∗(A),K∗(B))

KK(A,B)
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Theorem [Dadarlat-Loring]

For A and B AD-algebras of real rank zero, we have

A⊗K ∼= B ⊗K⇐⇒ (K(A),K(A)+) ∼= (K(B),K(B)+)
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Theorem [Kirchberg-Phillips]

Suppose A and B are simple, separable, nuclear, purely infinite
C∗-algebras. If A and B are KK-equivalent, then A⊗K ∼= B⊗K.

Theorem [Kirchberg-Phillips]

Suppose A and B are simple, separable, nuclear, purely infinite
C∗-algebras with A,B ∈ N . Then

A⊗K ∼= B ⊗K⇐⇒ K∗(A) ∼= K∗(B)
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Theorem [Tikuisis-White-Winter]

If A is separable, nuclear and satisfies the UCT, then any amenable
trace on A is quasidiagonal.

Theorem [Dadarlat]

If A is separable, exact, residually finite-dimensional and satisfies
the UCT, then A is AF-embeddable
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New classes

A satisfies the UCT when

A = C∗(G) for certain amenable groupoids G (Tu)

A may be locally approximated with UCT subalgebras
(Dadarlat)

A = C∗π(G) for a nilpotent group (Eckhart-Gillaspy)

A has a Cartan subalgebra (Barlak-Li)

Localizations

The UCT holds for all nuclear C∗-algebras if O2 is unique with
K∗(O2) = 0 among the purely infinite, nuclear C∗-algebras
[Kirchberg].
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Theorem [Kirchberg]

Suppose A and B are separable, nuclear, purely infinite
C∗-algebras with

Prim(A) ∼= X ∼= Prim(B)

If A and B are KK(X)-equivalent, then A⊗K ∼= B ⊗K.

Theorem [Meyer-Nest,Bentmann-Köhler]

Suppose A and B are separable, nuclear, purely infinite
C∗-algebras with A,B ∈ N and

Prim(A) ∼= X ∼= Prim(B)

with X a finite accordion space. Then

A⊗K ∼= B ⊗K⇐⇒ K∗(X,A) ∼= K∗(X,B)
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